Environmental flows and water governance: managing sustainable water uses
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Human water security is often achieved with little consideration of environmental consequences and, even when these are acknowledged, the trade-offs between human and environmental water needs are increasing in frequency and amplitude on the increase. The environmental flows concept has continued to evolve in response to these challenges. However, the field is characterized by a limited transferability of insights, due to the prevalence of specific case-study analyses and a lack of research on the governance of environmental flows. Building on recent advances in environmental flow science, water governance and management, we identify a clear need for a more systematic approach to the determination of environmental flow requirements (EFRs) on both the natural and social science fronts and, in particular, on the interaction between social/political and environmental systems. We suggest a framework that details as to how these advances and interactions can be achieved. The framework supports scientific analysis and practical implementation of EFRs involving systematic compilation, sharing and evaluation of experiences from different riverine ecosystems and governance systems around the globe. The concept of ecosystem services is introduced into the framework to raise awareness for the importance of ecosystem functions for the resilience of social-ecological systems, to support negotiation of trade-offs and development of strategies for adaptive implementation. Experience in implementation of environmental flow policies reveals the need for an engaged, transdisciplinary research approach where research is closely linked to implementation initiatives on the ground. We advocate that this is more effective at building the foundations for sustainable water management.
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Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed increasing global concern about the need for sustainable water and land management in an era of rapid change, and persistent water and food insecurity. Human population increase, economic development, climate change and other drivers alter water resource availability and use, resulting in increased risks of extreme low and high flows, drastically altered flow regimes, threats to water quality and water demands surpassing renewable supply. Human water security, when narrowly framed [1*], is often achieved at the expense of the environment under such constraints [2,3,4**], with harmful implications in the long run for social-ecological systems in their entirety as a whole. There is strong evidence that flow alteration leads to
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ecological change in rivers around the world, from observational [5,6] and modelling [7] studies.

The concept of ‘environmental flows’ continues to evolve in response to these challenges, emphasizing aquatic and riparian ecosystems as legitimate water users within an Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) context (e.g. [8]). Environmental flows are defined as the ‘quantity, timing and quality of water flows required to sustain freshwater and estuarine ecosystems and the human livelihoods and well-being that depend on these ecosystems’ [9]. How much water to (re-)allocate to environmental flows and how to balance this with other water demands may be controversial issues.

Implementing the environmental flows concept requires dialogue amongst scientists, policy-makers, water managers and users, and local populations, about sustainable water usage that balances priorities amongst competing demands. Early static approaches aimed to define either minimum or average flows to support key fish species or maintain instream habitat (‘sometimes revealingly termed ‘compensation flows’); but these are now viewed as too simplistic to support complex flow-dependent ecosystem functions [10,11]. By contrast, it is now widely recognized that significant daily, flood-period, seasonal and inter-annual variations of long-term flow patterns are required to sustain ecosystem integrity (e.g. [12–15]). Environmental flow requirements (EFRs) thus must vary in space and time to sustain the desired future ecosystem state, as agreed upon amongst stakeholders, together with the bundles of services these ecosystems supply for human benefit. Rules are needed to determine EFRs, which in their turn are coordinated with other types of basin-wide water and land uses and management practices. More comprehensive, interdisciplinary methodologies have therefore been developed and applied to establish environmental flow needs in individual river basins around the world.

The diversity of approaches to set EFRs in various drainage basins has undoubtedly fostered innovation as well as a rapid evolution of methods appropriately tailored to local contexts [10]. In part, this diversity reflects the variable possibilities in different locations. In some, EFRs can be allocated upfront to sustain both aquatic and riparian ecosystems; alternatively, appropriate EFRs can be provided by technical intervention such as revision of reservoir operating rules [16]; in others, neither is possible. Experience with implementing EFRs in different eco-hydrological, socio-economic and governance contexts has shown that the main impediments to successful implementation is related to social factors rather than lack of knowledge about ecological processes. This includes limited involvement or support of stakeholders, of appropriate governance structures and of political will, the presence of conflicts of interest, and insufficient resources and capacity in water management and allocation institutions [17–20]. Defining the desirable environmental state of water bodies in the context of all other benefits and services derived from the available water resources is a societal decision. Hence, development and implementation of EFRs should, from the outset, include the perceptions of a wide range of stakeholders on possible trade-offs and synergies [20], which must be informed by the best available scientific knowledge. Given the complexity and relative uncertainty inherent in the relations amongst water demands, land uses, hydrological variability, biodiversity and aquatic ecosystem services, the governance systems that manage environmental flows must be adaptive, flexible and capable of learning from experience and responding to unexpected developments.

We provide here an overview of the state of the art in EFR assessment, implementation and governance, and identify the principal knowledge gaps. The review concludes with a strong argument for the need to develop a widely applicable, integrative, conceptual and analytical framework, and an associated classification system for EFRs, based on eco-hydrological, as well as socio-economic, governance and management characteristics.

**Hydro-ecological assessment of environmental flow requirements (EFRs)**

**How to determine EFRs at (sub) basin scale**

Tharme [10] reviewed over 200 different methods used to estimate how much water to retain in a river after new developments, or to mitigate the detrimental effects of flow alteration attributable to human use of freshwater systems. The methods used to assess EFRs have developed over time from simple hydrological rule-of-thumb methods largely aimed at preserving the habitats of commercially important fish species, to more holistic frameworks that encompass many more species, habitats and ecosystem processes (both aquatic and riparian in some frameworks). Sometimes methods also assess social and economic consequences, but usually they do not.

Simple and more qualitative hydrological methods provide quick results with limited resources, but usually with low resolution and low levels of confidence they will meet desired environmental outcomes. Flow standards are typically calculated using fixed percentages of the flow [21,22]. These simplistic, incomplete, and primarily static approaches ignore the complexity and variability inherent in the natural system, and are rarely based on empirical research [13,23,24]. Therefore, several methods have been developed which are more comprehensive and typically tailored to local needs (e.g. the ‘recruitment box’ method [14]). The Downstream Response to Imposed Flow Transformation (DRIFT) procedure from South Africa [25,26] is at this point in time one of few
methods that explicitly consider societal consequences of flow alteration as part of the assessment [10].

Given the resource intensity of current state-of-the-art interdisciplinary methods, Poff et al. [27**] argue that a river-by-river or project-specific assessment of EFRs cannot occur at the pace needed to provide timely global coverage. They accordingly propose a regional framework, termed the Ecological Limits of Hydrologic Alteration (‘ELOHA’), approach (similar to the well-established regionalization methods in hydrology) allowing EFR determinations to be rigorously scaled up. The framework builds on the notion that river ecological processes and patterns are predominantly shaped by a few key flow variables. The different combinations of these variables across biogeographic and climatic gradients generate ‘classes’ of stream and river types (e.g. snowmelt, arid-land types) that exhibit similar ecological conditions and likely responses to flow regime change, thus they can be treated as ‘management units’. Established flow-ecology relationships can then be used to predict ecological responses to particular types of flow alterations (e.g. reduced minima, modified timing of peaks), and therefore guide how flow regimes need to be managed to achieve societally desired ecological endpoints. In the absence of detailed ecological information, alteration of key hydrological parameters beyond that observed for a particular class of river type can be used as an initial indication of likely flow stress [27**]. This framework was developed in part because existing empirical data from the literature are inconsistently reported and inadequate for establishing general, transferable quantitative relationships between flow alteration and ecological response [5]. The ELOHA framework was designed to allow flexibility in its application to a particular situation depending on scientific capacity, availability of suitable hydrological records, background ecological understanding and data, types and degrees of hydrological alteration (e.g. by dams, groundwater abstraction or land-use change) and governance structure. It is now being implemented in various forms by several state agencies and stakeholder groups in the U.S.A [28] and is being tested in Spain [29], China [30], Australia [31], and South America (e.g. Colombia and México, Tharme 2013, personal communication). Each trial has produced innovations around the original ELOHA framework, including the addition of a module to incorporate indigenous values [32]. Regional-scale ELOHA studies in Australia are guiding the Murray-Darling Basin Plan and water resource management in northern Australia and south-east Queensland. In summary, ELOHA offers an ecological science based and empirically testable framework using existing eco-hydrological knowledge and hydrologic modelling tools to develop regional flow management guidelines for ecological sustainability [27**]. However, an important (critical) missing element is the societal context in which such EFRs are developed and implemented. The ELOHA framework acknowledged the need for socially determined ecological endpoints, but the social process of how this is accomplished has yet to be developed [32]. We make an important contribution in this paper to close this gap (section ‘Towards an integrative framework’).

The role of global water assessments in addressing EFRs

Global water (scarcity) assessments complement regional analyses by capturing large-scale developments and global trends [4**]. Such assessments typically calculate water availabilities and water demands at pixel (usually 0.5 degree) or subcatchment scale, and then aggregate these values to basins, countries or regions [4**,33–35]. So far, EFRs have been handled in a very simplistic manner in global water assessments, or not at all. The WaterGap model, for example, has been used to assess EFRs by classifying rivers according to the natural variability of their flow regimes [22]. The assumption in this approach is that aquatic ecosystems in basins with relatively stable flow regimes will be less resilient and hence require higher minimum flows. WaterGap uses the Q90 (the flow equalled or exceeded 90% of the time) as a low flow measure to represent mean annual EFRs, but not intra-annual variability. The H08 model has been used to assess monthly EFRs [36], also classifying basins according to their hydrological conditions (their dryness/wetness and flow variability). The rules for classifying basins are based on case studies from dry lands and densely populated regions. Total global EFRs according to this study are of the order of 30% of total runoff. In a basin-scale analysis of global water scarcity, Hoekstra et al. [37] incorporate a prescriptive environmental flow standard, based on the Sustainability Boundary approach [38]. This assumes that alteration (augmentation or depletions) beyond 20% in a river’s natural flow regime increases the risk of moderate to major changes to ecosystem services and health.

Most of these approaches are pragmatic and not based on ecological theory or informed analyses, due to the lack of globally consistent information, in terms of flow and water use, the flow requirements of aquatic ecosystems, and the socio-economic conditions and vulnerabilities to water scarcity.

Summary of limitations of current approaches and major knowledge gaps

- Prevalence of case specific approaches in the field of environmental flow assessments, with the consequence that the majority of EFR determinations and results are not readily transferable.
- Lack of consistent information on flow regime, water use and the state of aquatic ecosystems in basins that vary with respect to their socio-environmental context.
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- Use of simplistic hydrological analyses to include EFRs in global water assessments and models due to absence of broadly applicable more sophisticated methods and data.
- Limited robust, mechanistic understanding of the relationships between flow modifications and impacts on ecosystem structure, functioning and related services due to lack of data and difficulty to unravel effects of flow alteration from other stressors such as land-use changes.
- Lack of a widely accepted classification scheme for eco-hydro-climatic and socio-economic types of river basins as a basis for testing concepts and developing transferable flow rules.

Governance of environmental flows and associated ecosystem services

Despite increased attention to environmental flows in ecological research, and their environmental and water policy importance, little scientific research has been conducted to date to identify requirements for effective policies. Table 1 summarizes results of a search of scientific publications on selected topics in the SCOPUS data base. These show clearly the emergence of environmental flows as a research topic, and their association with implementation or management. Research on the link between environmental flows and governance issues or ecosystem services has, however, remained very limited. Developments in related fields are represented as well as reference.

How to implement EFRs in policy and water management practice

Experience from implementation shows that critical bottlenecks in the process of developing and implementing EFR policies lie in the dialogue between scientists, policy-makers and water managers and users, and in the appropriateness of governance structures. A recent report produced by The Nature Conservancy and World Wildlife Fund compiled expert assessments on the basis of international reviews, and experience from case studies on the implementation of EFRs, concluded: ‘Governments and water management authorities across the world have made significant and widespread progress in developing policies and laws to recognize EFRs. Despite this significant policy development, in the majority of cases environmental flow provisions remain at the stage of policy and debate rather than implementation.’

This report identified as major implementation challenges: first, the lack of political will and stakeholder support, second, insufficient resources and capacity, third, institutional barriers, and fourth, conflicts of interest. Presently, this represents an uncommon example of comparative work on this topic, though the lack of conceptual underpinnings from the social sciences results in certain omissions—for example, on deficiencies in policies themselves.

Unfortunately, systematic comparative research on water governance systems is not only largely absent in the field of analysing EFR policies. Idealized design principles based on institutional and technological panaceas have been applied to water issues without long-term monitoring of their performance and effectiveness, and without revision and critical reflection on practice. We are still some distance from having an adequate knowledge base on the determinants of the dynamics and performance trends of water governance and management systems in different socio-economic and environmental contexts.

Given the bottlenecks in implementation of EFR policies, research is needed on both structural characteristics of the governance system to support implementation and on characteristics of the implementation processes themselves. Critical governance challenges to be addressed include: setting of strategic goals, conflict resolution and negotiation, resource mobilization, identification of operational targets and monitoring indicators, development and implementation of an adaptive implementation process.

Meeting these challenges requires having appropriate institutions in place. Institutions (e.g. laws, societal norms) determine who sets targets, what they are, how they are monitored, and the assessment of the consequences of outcomes. In contrast to legal frameworks, societal norms are not changed by purposeful design, but they change during processes of societal learning. However, formal and informal rules are not independent of each other. The content of laws may reflect societal norms and value structures. Informal settings support innovation but may also be an impediment for change (e.g. patronage networks).

Regarding regulatory frameworks, environmental policy has for a long time relied on a command and control approach to prescribing environmental targets. This worked reasonably well for issues relating to water quality where many conflicts can be overcome through technical solutions. However, often costly end-of-pipe solutions have been chosen to deal with individual problems in isolation. Allocating water to different uses and users is a more difficult problem, since conflicts over water and land use can be overcome by technical means to only a limited extent, in particular in times of extreme water scarcity. The paradigm shift towards more integrated approaches

---

We use ‘institutions’ here in the tradition of scholarly work in the broad field of institutional analysis, to refer to the rules (formal and informal) which shape the behavior of actors, including legal frameworks, operational rules and practices, and social and cultural norms.
and the explicit recognition of complexity and uncertainty also demand far more flexible and adaptive institutions. Modern regulatory frameworks (e.g., the European Water Framework Directive (WFD)) abstain from narrow prescriptions of specific environmental targets and adopt a more inclusive and integrated approach (e.g., a ‘good state’ for European waters as goal in the WFD).

However, as shown by Pahl-Wostl et al. [40**], innovative legal frameworks are a necessary, but not sufficient condition for dealing effectively with water-related management problems. In this first comprehensive comparative analysis of complex water governance and management systems in national river basins, the implementation of policies was found to be a critical bottleneck [40**] and, in some cases, the capacity for implementation (knowledge and resources) was missing. Another important factor is lack of general effectiveness of formal institutions. If effectiveness is low, laws and management plans may exist on paper but are not applied in practice. Furthermore, the study by Pahl-Wostl et al. [40**] supports the view that development often focuses on economic benefits and leads to fulfilling needs for human populations at the expense of the environment [4**]. Similarly, central government incentives for economic growth in China have driven inter-province competition, which in turn has marginalized attention to water quality, especially in trans-provincial rivers [46]. This suggests that economic development needs to be in balance with institutional development and capacity building and leadership at different levels to lead to sustainable practice.

The analyses of Pahl-Wostl et al. [40**] showed that adaptive capacity and the ability to respond to challenges from global change is strongly related to polycentric governance which refers to a distribution of power but effective coordination structures. Such polycentric structures balance bottom-up and top-down pathways of influence. Their modular structure supports learning processes and the diffusion of innovation [47]. The driver of change and thus also for development and implementation of EFRs is agency — how actors form coalitions and networks to move an issue forward, experiment with or promote innovative practices, and interpret and adapt the rules under which they operate. Agency is essential in processes of learning and transformative change. We argue here that transformative change towards more sustainability may be supported by organising stakeholder dialogue around the concept of ecosystem services and the importance of functional ecosystems to deliver them.

The climate change debate has raised awareness on how a range of hitherto largely neglected ecosystem services may enhance adaptive capacity and resilience of social-ecological systems. Investments in natural systems have been promoted as an efficient and effective approach to climate change adaptation, to increase the capacity of social-ecological systems to deal with uncertainty and surprise [48]. Such reframing may also support a more systematic and integrated approach to dealing with EFRs. In water governance and management systems overwhelming emphasis has been given to provisioning services, whereas regulating and supporting services (e.g., storage capacity of riparian landscapes to buffer both against droughts and floods) and requirements for their maintenance have been largely ignored. Provisioning services, such as water supply for irrigation, arguably are often perceived to provide the most direct socioeconomic benefits. Correspondingly, governance and management have evolved around exploiting and guaranteeing access to these provisioning services. Ineffective governance systems and the ignorance of complex feedbacks have often led to ineffective use and overexploitation of some services, to the detriment of the overall

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCOPUS analysis of number of publications on selected topics</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’ AND ‘implementation’ OR ‘management’</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’ AND ‘policy’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’ AND ‘governance’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’ AND ‘ecosystem service’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Environmental flow’ AND ‘stakeholder’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ecosystem service’ AND ‘governance’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Water’ AND ‘governance’</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ecosystem service’</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of publications (choice for search space in category ‘article or review’) with search terms in title, abstract or keywords. Date of research: 31.05.2013.

2 This typology for ecosystem services was introduced by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [49], which makes a distinction between: provisioning services such as food, water or energy, regulating services such as climate regulation, waste decomposition, purification of water and air or pest and disease control, supporting services such as nutrient dispersal and cycling, seed dispersal or primary production and cultural services such as cultural and spiritual inspiration, recreational experiences and scientific discovery.
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integrity of ecological systems and long-term negative consequences for human well-being [49,50,51].

Ecosystem services to support implementation in an adaptive management approach

The definition of ecological objectives and monitoring targets for river basin management constitutes a societal choice. A promising approach not yet fully explored in relation to EFRs is the concept of ecosystem services. Ecosystem services describe the benefits derived for human well-being from terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The ecosystem services concept allows evaluation of trade-offs and synergies amongst different services, and can assess the implications of choice quantitatively and in a spatial context (e.g. [49]). Economic methods for the monetary valuation of ecosystem services are being developed [52,53], but valuation should and must not be limited to monetary approaches to make the ecosystem services concept operational. Methods of multi-criteria analysis and the combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches can raise awareness about the multiple roles and values of ecosystem services [54,55]. This can support deliberative processes and help to identify and negotiate complex trade-offs between different water demands, including those of aquatic ecosystems [56].

The importance of combining different governance approaches has also been shown in the implementation of water markets, which have been promoted as one solution to achieve efficient water allocation and redistribution of water to meet environmental targets [57]. A crucial step in formal water trading is the initial allocation of tradable water rights, in order to include a share for the environment [58]. The considerable experience of Australia with water markets has shown that formal regulation, participatory approaches and market-based instruments need to be combined to achieve efficient and effective water allocation which can cope with increasing uncertainty and conflict, for example caused by climate change [59,60].

One constraint in using the ecosystem services concept to determine sustainable EFRs is the weakness of quantitative relationships between river flows, ecosystem state and service functions [61]. However, the application of the concept to assess the impacts of flow alterations does not require, and will never be based on, perfect predictive knowledge. Given the complexity of human-environment feedbacks, it is rare to find linear causal patterns of the linkages between ecosystems — ecosystem services — human well-being — human response — and feedbacks to drivers of change [62,63]. Knowledge gaps may be overcome by an adaptive management approach, which can act as a meta-framework to allow management action under situations of incomplete and uncertain knowledge of flow-ecology relationships, conflicts between competing uses, and conditions of high uncertainty due to global and climate change [20,64–67]. Experimental approaches also help to manage adaptive response to trade-offs between human and ecosystem water demands. For example, where engineered water management already exists, but EFRs include occasional high flows to mobilize spawning gravels for fish or create new geomorphological surfaces to reset riparian plant successions, experimental reservoir flow releases, with measured ecological response to this manipulation [6], can lead to ecologically beneficial re-design of reservoir operating rules [16]. It is important to point out that implementing adaptive management requires enabling institutional frameworks that provide guidance for transparent and flexible processes at different levels, from the redesign of operational management rules to a re-allocation of water shares. The importance of, and requirements for, adaptive management needs to be addressed at the stage of policy design.

Summary of major research and implementation gaps:

- Scant research on the governance of environmental flows, in particular, institutional settings, use of scientific and local knowledge and dealing with uncertainty, decision-making processes and policy implementation.
- Limited transferability of insights, due to the prevalence of case study specific analyses with no comparative analyses across a larger number of cases.
- A lack of research on the applicability of the ecosystem services concept in policy development, trade-off analysis and implementation of EFRs.
- Little research on the economics of environmental flows with regard to short and long-term cost-benefit impact assessments of their implementation.
- Few synthesis efforts and trans-disciplinary approaches (linking science, policy, practice) directed towards the common goal of developing guidelines for effective EFR implementation.

Towards an integrative framework

Given the knowledge gaps identified, we conclude that there is a need to develop an integrative framework to guide the establishment of a sound knowledge base on EFRs and their associated water governance and management needs. However, simply developing a scientific knowledge base cannot overcome a lack of political will or stakeholder engagement. Knowledge co-production needs to be closely linked to policy processes. Therefore, the framework should support both scientific analysis and practical implementation, implying a systematic compilation, sharing and evaluation of experiences from riverine systems around the globe. Such a framework would not ignore complexities and differences among basins, but would enable differences to be taken into account in a systematic way [44,68].
An integral part of such a framework is a consistent classification system across different climates, aquatic and riparian ecosystems, societal water needs, levels and types of anthropogenic modification (e.g. reservoir and dam constructions, abstractions, return flows, changes in water quality), and management goals. We do not seek to explain the full details of such a classification system in this brief review, but rather, present a research agenda by identifying its essential dimensions:

- **Societal and environmental context** refers to external factors of influence, including economic and institutional development, culture, climate regime and expected trends of climate change impact; these cannot be changed by interventions at the level of water governance or management;

- **The environmental system in a river basin** is characterized by its current state of aquatic and riparian ecosystems, hydrologic regimes, trends of anthropogenic modification;

- **The governance system** can be classified according to institutions, actors, multi-level structures, existing EFR policies, and implementation of good governance principles;

- **The interface between human and environmental systems** is characterized by ecosystem services, which includes the availability, valuation, resilience and use of ecosystem services (including biodiversity!), and observed trade-offs or synergies between services;

- **Management options and goals** refer to strategies guiding ecosystem management in general. These include conservation (i.e. preserving the relatively intact state), mitigation (e.g. avoiding future negative impacts), restoration (e.g. restore heavily modified system towards a more natural state), and intervention (adaptive intervention to achieve predefined functional state) approaches.

These five dimensions and $n$ attributes for each dimension are not meant to result in a five multiplied by $n$ classification space. The goal is to develop a few classes combining attributes along each of the five dimensions and then combine some dimensions to develop types. Initially this will require identification of types of environmental and types of governance and management systems. Ultimately it could be desirable to develop types of coupled social-ecological systems (e.g. heavily modified in arid climate with low economic and institutional development). However, we consider that an initial separation of dimensions, as suggested above, will be more fruitful in synthesizing existing concepts and knowledge and identifying inter-relationships, and will lead to more robust results.

Our expectation is that research that is linked with ongoing policy processes will lead to more meaningful insights on the roles of stakeholders while also leading to scholarly advances [69,70]. For practical implementation of an integrative approach to EFR assessments, and as a guide for engaged research, we have developed the SUMHA (Sustainable Management of Hydrological Alterations) framework presented in Figure 1. This framework adopts the Ecological Limits of Hydrological Alteration (ELOHA) framework as the starting point. The ELOHA framework makes a clear distinction between social and scientific processes, but details only the hydro-ecological science underlying the setting of environmental flows. The SUMHA framework introduces the social sciences as an essential part of an assessment, and, by while advocating engaged research it does not make a strict distinction between scientific and social processes. Governance and management systems (GMS) are classified according to different types. These types determine requirements and barriers for negotiations about setting targets for EFRs and for their implementation. To do so SUMHA adopts the classification scheme described above.

The SUMHA framework (like ELOHA) does not assume that ‘natural flow conditions’ should be identified for different river types as the most desirable states from an ecological perspective; it is not ‘reference-based’, but rather, is ‘objective-based’ [71]. It suggests expressing desirable goals in terms of ecosystem state, of bundles of ecosystem services, which need to be negotiated in participatory settings. This implies negotiating target use patterns of those ecosystem services expected to meet criteria for economic, environmental and social sustainability, and designing adaptive implementation strategies to achieve negotiated targets. Applying such a framework cannot overcome existing gaps in our understanding of how environmental flows affect ecosystem functions and thus ecosystem services. However, data requirements can be assessed from the perspective of the decision-making process [72]. A lack of data should not imply inaction. SUMHA advocates an adaptive management framework where the knowledge base is improved during the implementation process.

The nature of the participatory process, and the kinds of management strategies and types of EFRs that might be the most promising to implement in particular cases, will depend on the general characteristics of the governance regime, and on the river type. In the SUMHA framework, the governance regime characteristics will be typical of certain classes of governance systems as represented in the classification scheme. Having identified the class of governance regime, it will be possible to draw on the global experience to identify the best available practices in comparable situations. The classification system thus supports various steps of the assessment by providing guidance and a systematic approach that builds on knowledge accumulated across various social-ecological settings. We therefore expect the SUMHA framework to
The Sustainable Management of Hydrological Alterations (SUMHA) Framework. The SUMHA Framework builds on the ELOHA Framework. SUMHA framework introduces the social sciences as essential part of an assessment, and while advocating engaged research it does not make a strict distinction between scientific and social processes as ELOHA does. SUMHA includes a process of analyzing governance and management systems (orange squares) which interact with design and implementation of policy and management processes (orange rounded squares). The description of hydrological analysis and classification (blue) and the analysis of flow alteration–ecological response relationships (green) were adopted from the ELOHA framework [24].

be used for supporting the implementation process in individual cases, and to allow the mapping of experience from a large number of cases in a consistent structure, for the purpose of comparative analyses to seek generalization.

**Conclusions**

Building on recent advances in environmental flow science, water governance and management, we have identified a clear need for a more systematic approach to EFR analysis on both the natural and social science fronts and, in particular, on the interaction between social/political and environmental systems. Neither simplistic approaches that ignore differences between cases, nor approaches that assume each case to be unique, offer appropriate ways to proceed. A unifying framework, as sketched in this paper, is essential for the assessment and implementation of sustainable EFRs in national water policy, in IWRM plans for river basins, and in global environmental water assessments. It is essential to overcome limitations and knowledge gaps to build a knowledge base and to develop transferable insights on flow rules and strategies for effective implementation which take into account both (needs for
change in) the governance context and the design of the implementation process itself. A link to ecosystem services is expected to raise awareness for the importance of ecosystem functions for the resilience of social-ecological systems, to support negotiations about trade-offs and develop strategies for adaptive implementation. Experience in implementation of EFR policies provides evidence for an engaged research approach, where research is not detached from its practical use on the ground. We advocate strongly for such engagement as the only way forward to build the foundations for sustainable management of water uses.

Our conclusions concur with the new research agenda proposed for global change science under the umbrella of Future Earth (cf. www.icsi.org/future-earth). Interdisciplinary collaboration between natural and social sciences and co-production of knowledge by actors from science and policy are essential for tackling complex issues in the sustainable management of environmental resources.
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